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♥ Warming the Heart ♥       

 Pattern by Rebekah Bowers 

 

By downloading this pattern you agree to the following:  
This pattern is copyright protected and cannot be sold, transmitted, distributed or reproduced in any 
form or by any means. 

In accordance with US copyright laws, you may sell any items made from this pattern.  However, if 
you sell your work online, please link to my website: http://warmingtheheart.wordpress.com 

This pattern is copyrighted by Warming the Heart. Please do not reproduce, sell, adjust, resell, or 
share this pattern. 

♥ ♥ ♥ ♥ ♥ ♥ ♥ ♥ ♥ ♥ ♥ ♥ ♥ ♥ ♥ ♥ 

No pattern or other material may be reproduced — mechanically, electronically, or by any 
other means, including photocopying — without written permission of Rebekah Bowers. This 
applies for all content on Warming the Heart, all free patterns, all patterns for sale in the store, and 
even content such as tutorials. 

For example: 

You can NOT email a friend a copy of the pattern you downloaded. 

Instead, you can send them the link to the pattern, so they can get their own copy. 

You can NOT photocopy a pattern and redistribute it in any form. 

Instead, you can tell others where they can go to get their own copy. 

You can NOT copy a pattern (or part of a pattern) and publish it on another website or other 

publication. 

Instead, you can publish a link to the pattern. 

 

In accordance with US copyright laws, you may sell any items made from this 

pattern. However, you are not allowed to sell items that are made commercially. The item must be 

handmade with your own hands.  

 

When in doubt, ask me. If you are not sure whether you will be infringing upon copyrights, then feel 

free to send me an email (rcraftycreations@gmail.com) to ask. I’ll be happy to answer your 

questions.  Feel free to contact me with specific questions about the pattern itself! 

 

 

http://warmingtheheart.wordpress.com/
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Chain Scarf Pattern 

 

 

Level: Beginner/ Easy 

Materials: 

Any yarn you desire (not a lot is needed – pictured Red Heart with Love: Fruit 

Punch). 

Any hook size you desire (I Hook was used for pictured scarf). 

Yarn needle 

Decorative button 

 

NOTE:  You may join each chain length into a loop with a sl st and fasten off 

afterwards, but for beginners, fastening off each loop and tying into a loop 

afterwards is the easiest method.  :) 
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CHAINS: 

Ch 2 lengths of 100 ch each, fasten off each ch before starting next one. 

Ch 2 lengths of 112 ch each, fasten off each ch before starting next one. 

Ch 2 lengths of 125 ch each, fasten off each ch before starting next one. 

Ch 2 lengths of 137 ch each, fasten off each ch before starting next one. 

Ch 2 lengths of 150 ch each, fasten off each ch before starting next one. 

Ch 2 lengths of 162 ch each, fasten off each ch before starting next one. 

Ch 2 lengths of 175 each (this group is optional), fasten off each ch before 

starting next one. 

You should have 12-14 ch lengths.  You may do more or less chain lengths if 

you desire.   

 

RECTANGLE: 

Ch 11 

Row 1:  In 2
nd

 chain from the hook, sc, sc in each ch across.  Chain 1, turn 

your work (10 sc). 

Rows 2-11: Sc in each st across, ch 1, turn (10 sc). 

Row 12: Sc in each st across, fasten off. 

ASSEMBLY: 

Step 1: Taking each ch length you made, tie the ends together, forming a 

loop.  Cut the ends so that they are short enough to be hidden in the 

rectangle, once the rectangle is folded around them (Do not cut them really 

short as this might cause the knot to become undone). 
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Step 2:  With yarn and needle, add a decorative button to the middle of your 

rectangle. 

Step 3: Lay all your chains on the rectangle so that all your knotted ends of 

your chains will end up in the rectangle when you’re done.  Try to order your 

chains so your chains line up shortest to longest.  If you have a hard time 

with this, your project will still look fine if you don't do it.  

 

 

Yes, it looks messy, don’t worry!   
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Step 4:  With matching yarn and a needle, sew your rectangle closed. 

 

Sew the bottoms of your rectangle tight around your yarn to prevent the chain 

lengths from moving around. Weave in ends!  Try on your new scarf! 

 

 

  


